
D Manager Basic Operation Manual 
1.Commodity and Package 
Note: It concludes two parts: Item & Item attribute library

For item, it divided into: Commodity and package, Classification management, Multi-menu, 
Required commodities, Item tag.

For item attribute library, it divided into: Size library, Way of making library, Add-on library, Remark 
library, Unit library. 



1) Commodity classification (Note: before you add commodity, you must add commodity 
classification first.)


For example, cold dishes, hot dishes and packages, detail operation: on D manager, click 
“Commodity and package” → “Classification management” → “Add commodity classification”

You should set up commodity classification name, commodity remarks, commodity addition. 

2）Package classification (Note: same steps as commodity classification)

You should set up package classification name, package remarks.


Unit library



3) Add commodity 
Before you add commodity, you need to delete demo commodities which is set by 2DFire. Click 
to the bottom of commodity details page and delete it. 
Detail operation: click “Commodity and package” → “Add commodity” → Fill up corresponding 
content as follow tips. (Notice: you must add commodity image to make customers more 
comfortable when they scan QR code for order. Image requirements: resolution 300*300, size 
200KB)


4）Add package 
Detail operation: click “Commodity and package” → “Add package” → Fill up corresponding 
content as follow tips. (Notice: for adding package, you need to set up commodity group first and 
add group in package. )




5) Multi-menu 
Scenario menu is used for specific scene, you need to set up apply areas and available period, 
such as Valentine’s Day, the shop manager can set up a special menu for customer couples to 
enjoy their happy time.

Detail operation: click “Multi-menu” → “Add” → Set areas and periods


6) Required commodities 
In some hot pot restaurants, tableware, source is required commodities, shop manager can set up 
here, after customers ordering via scanning code, required commodities will be added into 
shopping cart automatically.

Detail operation: click “Required commodities” → “Add” → Set commodity and its’ quantity




7) Item tag 
Setting label for each dish correctly, can provide more complete ordering reference for phone 

ordering of customers, and can function as the evidence for smart recommendation.

Detail operation: click “Item tag” → Choose one commodity, such as “lemon juice” → Set up type 
required, pepper index, recommended index, stick and display in large picture at client, dish 
quantity.


8) Size library 
After adding specification, you can set specification for commodities in commodity details.

Detail operation: click “Size library” → “Add” → Input specification name, multiplication of 
material and multiplication of price.




9) Way of making library 
You can add way of making, such as: medium well, cold, hot, no ice, and etc.

Detail operation: click “Way of making library” → “Add” → Input name of way of making and save.


10) Add-on library 
In some noodle shops, if customer buy a bowl of noodle, they can add eggs, pork chop, or 
vegetables.

Detail operation: click “Add-on library” → “Add” → Input addition classification name and save → 
click “Add addition” → Input addition name, increased price and save.




11) Remark library 
Shop manager can set up different remarks according to customers’ taste, such as: no peppy, no 
onion, and etc.

Detail operation: click “remark library” → “Add” → Input remark classification name → click “Add 
new remark” → Input remark content


12) Unit library 
Detail operation: click “Unit library” → “Add” → Input commodity unit and save.




2.Employee management 
1）Add rank 
You must add employee rank first, and 2Dfire POS can be used normally, and different rank can 
set up different permission.

Detail operation: click “Employee management” → “Rank” → “Rank management” → “Add” → 
Input rank name and set up permission.


2) Add employee 
Detail operation: click “Employee management” → “Add” → Input corresponding content




3. Dish delivery 
1) Dish distribution plan 
When taking order from 2DFire POS, if the kitchen needs to receive order information, the shop 
manager should set up dish delivery and rules of receiving commodities.

Detail operation: click “dish delivery” → “Dish distribution plan” → “Add” → Input dish delivery 
plan name, select printer settings and type, input printer IP address, connect to commodity 
classification


2) Commodity without issuing invoice

For example, package box, tableware, and etc.

Detail operation: click “Commodity without issuing invoice” → “Add” → Select commodities and 
save




3) Standby printer 
If the original printer has some problems and cannot work, the standby printer can replace the 
original one and ensure shop operate normally.


4) Orders are printed by area 
Detail operation: click “Orders are printed by area” → “Add” → “Add and select area” → “Save”


5) Print settings on commodity classification in package 
If one dish one cut is set in your dish delivery plan, but some classifications do not need one dish 
one cut during package printing, you can set here.


4. Delivery 
2DFire delivery business, is a platform for shop manager to create an own delivery shop, when 
customers enter the shop to order via QR code scanning or D dining. And the most point is that 
2DFire won’t charge any service fee, in order to help shop manager save cost.

Detail operation: click “Delivery” → Input shop settings and delivery settings




5. Marketing center 
1) Coupon 

There are several types of coupon, it consists of cash coupon, discount coupon, single 
product cash coupon, single product discount coupon, single product coin certificates, single 
product special coupons. 
Rule settings: select activity type, coupon remind settings and coupon pattern settings 
 
Detail operation: click “coupon” → “Open” → “Add” → Select coupon 

2) SMS marketing 
Before you send SMS to specific group, you need to top up first. 
Detail operation: click “SMS marketing” → “Open” → “Send SMS” → Select receiving group, 
SMS template




3) Precise marketing 
The shop manager can select members to send coupons via screening by conditions or 
customized label, and coupons will be sent to member accounts directly. 
Detail operation: click “Precise marketing” → “Add” → Input activity name, activity 
description, picture, select activity members, and set up coupon, coupon sending period. 

4) Combined discount 
Combined discount is kind of marketing method for merchants to attract customers, 
merchants can set combined preferential activities such as seasonal activities, holidays, new 
arrivals etc. 
Buy one, get the “N" one discount, for example, “buy one, get the second one half price”  
 
Detail operation: click “Combined discount” → “Open” → “Add” → the “N” one discount → 
Set up discount information  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

5) Gifts for new customers 
Gifts for new customers is a special discount for new customers who have never paid online. 
It supports two modes of gifts in shop and gifts after consumption. After launching, statistical 
data will display the next day. It also supports sharing. 
 
Detail operation: click “Gifts for new customers” → “Add” → Fill in information such as activity 
name, discount conditions, discount methods etc. according to prompts.  

 
 
 
 
 
 



6) Gifts for membership card opening 
By users activating membership cards, collect customer information and guide 
transformation. It could effectively increase customers' concern on new dish varieties and 
dishes of high profits, meanwhile, it could also promote re-transformation rate among users. 
 
Detail operation: click “Gifts for membership card opening” → “Add” → Configure 
membership cards, activity gifts and gifts for invitation of the activity according to prompts → 
Set activity validity, and click in the upper right corner to release.  

7) Gifts for consumption 
It is a marketing method for the merchant to set discount plan under certain conditions 
according to actual consumption of customers, so as to attract users to consume in the shop. 
It also supports sharing. 
 
a. Single consumption discount. Detailed operation: click “Gifts for consumption” → “Add” → 
“Single consumption discount” → Fill in information such as activity name, applicable scope, 
discount conditions, discount method etc. → Set activity validity, and click in the upper right 
corner to release.  



b. Total consumption times discount. Detailed operation: click “Gifts for consumption” → 
“add” → “Total consumption times discount” → Fill in information such as activity name, 
applicable scope, discount conditions, discount method etc. → Set activity validity 

8) Promotion activity 
Promotion activity is a marketing means of shops to attract users, while corresponding 
promotion activities can be set with respect to business opening, changing seasons, holidays, 
new arrivals and etc. 
 
Detail operation: click “Promotion activity” → “Open” → “Add” → Fill in information such as 
activity name, activity description, promotion type-money off,  promotion type-discount and 
etc. 





9) Hot maker 
Hot maker is a tool for merchants to create hot activities and attract customers to buy hot 
commodities and improve the sales of commodities. 
 
Detail operation: click “Hot maker” → “Open” → “Create activities” → Fill in information such 
as activity validity, purchase discount, sharing present and etc. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


